The Science Essay 

Purpose: To make a complex subject accessible to the layman as a simple subject AND to prove your understanding of a concept, theory, or process by effectively explaining it.

Writing Tenet: Simplicity 
Logical linear sequencing from the first thing the reader needs to know, step by step to an understanding of the point.
 
What to do: Research your subject. Use linear sequencing. Use fact and deduction. Don't assume people know what they ought to know AND don't assume people remember what has been explained to them. Lead the reader step by step to a grasp of the subject. Start at the base with the one fact the reader must know before he can learn more. Bookend your “science” with an analogy.

Look for the human element to help the reader identify with the science: 
Write like a person–not a scientist. Find a common thread of humanity to link reader, writer and science. This is where the analogy comes in. Add vitality to your text. Write cleanly and without pretense. Use vivid images. Be relaxed–enjoy the idea(s).

Format: Your essay should be in proper MLA format. 10 point Times New Roman. It should be no longer than 1,200 words. Include your word count at the end of your essay.

Instructions: 
This is a two week assignment, designed to give you time to research your scientific theory, principle, or process, and to find documentation for the information you will quote and paraphrase in your essay. 

You must cite all the quoted and paraphrased information in MLA format. You will need a Works Cited page. You will need at least two sources on your Works Cited page. ABSOLUTELY NO CITATIONS FROM ENCYCLOPEDIAS OF ANY KIND EVER IN A COLLEGE-LEVEL PAPER. Use encyclopedias as starting points only. They are much too generic for citations in an academic paper. Confer with Barbara Oldham in the WVC Library. She can help you on your search and help you with your documentation.
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